
What do you notice 
about the range of values 
in these images? 

Considering the fact that these 

images are photographs, what 

kinds of factors do you think are 

contributing to this shift in value? 



If you were painting this landscape, how would you blend 
the colors to improve the illusion of depth? Using your prior 
knowledge of perspective and space, what else could you do to 
create the illusion of depth on a 2-D surface?  



Origins of the depiction of 

perspective in visual art 
 

What revolutionary artistic movement 

does this painting belong to? 

 

Sfumato - the use of subtle gradations of 

color and value to create  realistic 

atmospheric effects  



Now let’s make a page of notes in your sketchbooks... 



Atmospheric / Aerial Perspective Definition: 
Make it a “tweet” in your sketchbook (140 characters or less) 

refers to the effect the atmosphere has on the appearance of an object as it is 

viewed from a distance. As the distance between an object and a viewer 

increases, the contrast between the object and its background decreases, 

and the contrast of any markings or details within the object also decreases. 

The colours of the object also become less saturated and shift towards the 

background color, which is usually blue, but under some conditions may be 

some other color (for example, at sunrise or sunset distant colors may shift 

towards red). 

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Contrast_(vision)
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Saturation_(color_theory)


#Atmospheric Perspective 

#Aerial Perspective 

#ArtIsAwesome! 
atmosphere (air/particles) effects distant objects 

distance increases, contrast decreases 

color saturation decreases with distance 

(129 characters) 

 



Make a Thumbnail Sketch of This: 



And Now a Mountain Scene: 



Label which trees 

are close and 

which trees are 

far away 

 

 

 

 

Label which 

mountains are 

close and which 

mountains are far 

away 

 



Fog= Liquid water suspended in air or a low-lying cloud. 
It’s another type of particle in the air to distort your 

view over a distance 



Notice how the objects fade to the background 
color (sky). Helps add an eerie mood. 



You will see these techniques 

used in video games 



Here’s how to use atmospheric perspective in your projects: 
 

 Closer to viewer:   Further away 

from viewer: 

Stronger Color   Weaker Color 

High Contrast   Little Contrast 

Strong Focus    Blurry 

Lots of Detail    Little to 

No Detail 

Bold, Saturated Colors “See-Through” 



Activity: Make a PAINT BY NUMBER with a Partner! 
We will learn how to show atmospheric perspective by painting a 

landscape with a partner (or 3 people). 

One person will draw the outlines of the scene 

One person (or 2 people) will paint a value scale for reference 

Then, all will paint the scene together 

 



PAINT BY NUMBER LANDSCAPES 



Vintage Paint by Number Japanese Landscapes 



Choose who draws outlines & who paints values   

Person who draws: 

• get a piece of project paper from 

under the table tray 

• write all students’ names on back 

• draw outlines of objects (hills, trees, 

mountains, buildings) with at least 4 

different layers (foreground, multiple 

midground, and background) 

• Closest = tallest, largest 

• Furthest = shortest, smallest 

• get a placemat from under the cutting 

table 

• gather paper towels, a water bucket, 

and 2 colors from Ms. Bowen 

• create a value scale with each color 

• at least 4 steps between black and 

white for both scales 

 

Person who paints: 







Website with  
Animation of Atmospheric Perspective 

 
Video Tutorial  

to Show Atmospheric Perspective 
 

Achieving Depth in Artwork 

http://studiochalkboard.evansville.edu/ap-aerialA.html
http://studiochalkboard.evansville.edu/ap-aerialA.html
http://studiochalkboard.evansville.edu/ap-aerialA.html
http://studiochalkboard.evansville.edu/ap-aerialA.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feXB_760Tb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feXB_760Tb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feXB_760Tb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=feXB_760Tb4
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sX39wXqXzQY
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=sX39wXqXzQY


Finishing up... 
● place project on drying rack 

● make your table trays look like you found them (clean all 

brushes and palette knives with water, brushes bristles up) 

● in your sketchbooks, place your ribbon bookmark on the 

page with your ROBOT DRAWINGS 

● make a stack of sketchbooks at your tables 

 

Exit Ticket: On a sticky note, write 3 things you learned today on 

how to create the illusion of depth. Hand it to me as you walk out 

the door. 

 


